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Word Fall - The Words Are Falling in iOS
Published on 06/19/15
Mobwe, LLC today announces Word Fall 1.2 for iOS, a new word game to offer hours of
educating and challenging gameplay. The objective of the game is simple - you will be
given an explanation of a word or a name and a set of letters. Your task is to form the
word or name to match the explanation in a timely manner. As the letters begin to reach
the end of their fall, their position within the word is revealed one by one thus
providing hints to the final word.
Tartu, Estonia - Mobwe, LLC today is proud to announce the release of Word Fall 1.2 for
iOS, a new word game to offer hours of educating and challenging gameplay. The objective
of the game is simple - you will be given an explanation of a word or a name and a set of
letters. Your task is to form the word or name to match the explanation in a timely
manner. As the letters begin to reach the end of their fall, their position within the
word is revealed one by one thus providing hints to the final word.
The game makes use of WordNet - a large lexical database of English provided by the
Princeton University. This means the immediate availability of thousands of words and
explanations to the game.
Game Features:
* Thousands of words and names to play with
* Limit word length or play with words of random length
* Automatically solve word (available as an in-app purchase)
* Universal app for all iOS devices
Word Fall is currently at version 1.2, providing several improvements in gameplay and in
visual appearance.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.1 or later
* 41.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Word Fall 1.2 is available as a free download from the App Store in the Games category.
Mobwe:
http://mobwe.com/
Word Fall 1.2:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/word-fall-game-falling-words/id987114072
Screenshot 1:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple7/v4/d5/0d/73/d50d73a0-e084-9f41-bfb0-ea4aa5beca83/scr
een640x640.jpeg
Screenshot 2:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple1/v4/fb/88/4a/fb884a55-7c5ae8fd-58ae-5aa9c701ede6/screen640x640.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple7/v4/e8/9b/8c/e89b8c20-7d93-024c-35c7-0b2a107980d4/ic
on175x175.jpeg
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Located in Tartu, Estonia, Mobwe, LLC is a privately held company founded in 2010 to
create apps for the Apple's iOS platform. Copyright (C) 2015 Mobwe, LLC. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iTunes, iOS, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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